Book your accommodation with Studapart
In partnership with Université Gustave Eiffel (ex UPEM)

- Exclusive ads for all budgets
- Streamlined steps 100% online
- Seamless support, even after booking

Don't have a guarantor?
Renting in France without a French guarantor can be a hassle. Studapart is partner with Allianz and can become your guarantor during the whole duration of your rent.

+300 000 satisfied users. Join us!
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housing.u-pem.fr/en

1
Sign up with your email address or with your Université Gustave Eiffel (ex UPEM) login credentials

2
Activate your account with the code HOUSINGUGE or with your proof of enrolment

Need help?
Contact our team of multilingual experts (French, English, mandarin, hindi...) on the platform through live chat or email: booking@studapart.com or +33 1 80 92 64 01 (toll-free call from abroad).